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I • Introductioo 

Since prehistory, at~ have been made to discover the basic 

buildi.ng blocks of nature. In recent decades that quest has taken the 

form of att~ts to extend the periodic table beyood the last naturally 

occurring element, element 92, uranium. In the forty plus years since the 

discovery of the first of the transuraniua elements, ·neptunha and 

plutonium, scientists have synthesized (or "discovered") fourteen new 

transuranium elements ranging in atomic number fraa 95 to 108. Along with 

neptunium and plutonium, these sixteen elements represent an additioo of 

more than 15\ to the elemental building blocks of nature. 

'lhe questioo naturally arises whether there is a limit to the periodic 

table and what it might be. Ch! might expect that when the number of 

protons in the nucleus becomes large enough, the Coulomb repulsion between 

these protons will cause the nucleus to spontaneously fission. A siq>le 

calculation should suffice to illustrate when this aight occur 

(Buizenga,1978). 'l1le liquid drop IIOdel of the nucleus predicts that a 

nucleus will fissioo almost instantaneously when 

E = 2 B e • 

where B and B are the repulsive Coulo•b and attractive surface e • 

energy of the nucleus, respectively. The quantities Be and B
8 

are 

given by 

Be = (3/5)(Ze) 2 /R = keZ2 /A1
/

3 

B ~ 4RR2 y = k A2 / 3 

• • 
where y is the nuclear surface tension (-1 MeV/f•2 ), Z is the ato•ic 

number and R is the nuclear radius (which is proportional to A1 / 3 where 

A is the nuclear aass nu.ber). The li•iting value of the ato•ic nu.ber, 
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zlhit, is then 

zZli•it 2 2 (k./kc) Ali•it 

The neutron/proton ratio in heavy nuclei is -1.5/1, (Aliait -2.5 

zl hit) , thus 

zli•it = 5 (k.1kc) 

Thus the upper bound to the periodic table is proportional to the ratio of 

two fundamental constants related to the strength of the nuclear (surface) 

and electromagnetic forces. The ratio (k./kc) is about 20-25 and 

thus, on the basis of this estimate, ve might expect 100-125 chemical 

elements. 

As of 1970, the experimental data on the stability of the transuranium 

elements seemed to indicate that a practical limit to the periodic table 

would be reached at approximately element 108. (Figure 1) By 

extrapolation of the experimental data existing at that time, one would 

have concluded that at about element 108, the halflives of the longest 

lived isotopes of the elements would become so short (<10- 6 sec) due to 

decay by spontaneous fission as to preclude their production and study. 

However, during the period from 1966-72, a number of theoretical 

calculations based upon .adem theories of nuclear structure shoved thAt 

in the region of proton number Z=114 and neutron number N=184, the 

spherical ground states of nuclei were stabilized against fission. This 

stabilization vas due to the complete filling of proton and neutron shells 

and is analogous to the stabilization of the chemical elements, such as 

the noble gases, due to the filling of electronic shells in these atoms. 

Even more interesting, some of these "superheavy" nuclei were predicted to 

have halflives of the order of the age of the universe, thus stimulating 

efforts to find these "•issing"· elements in nature. The superheavy 

Ol 
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eleaents were predicted to fora an island of relative stability extending 

both above and below Z..114 and N=184 and separated froa the peninsula of 

knovn nuclei by a sea of instability.(Figure 2) 

Following this initial period of optiaisa about the existence and 

accessibility of the superheavy nuclei, a worldwide effort vas launched to 

"juap the gap" between the peninsula of knovn nuclei and the predicted 

island of stability by coabining two nuclei in a nuclear reaction, thus 

synthesizing superheavy nuclei in the laboratory. In the two decades that 

have passed since the original optiaistic predictions were aade, aany 

attempts to synthesize superheavy nuclei have failed, the theoretical 

predictions about the nature and shape of the superheavy "island" have 

changed, and some striking successes in the synthesis of isotopes of 

elements 107 and 108 (and possibly element 109) have occurred. Our 

purpose in writing this article is to review and clarify the situation and 

to indicate why this search for new elements continues. One fact should 

be emphasized froa the outset; while the various theoretical predictions 

about the superheavy nuclei differ as to the expected halflives and 

regions of stability, all theoretical predictions are in agreeaent as to 

the existence of superheavy nuclei. Thus the search for superheavy nuclei 

reaains as a unique, rigorous test of the p~edictive power of aodern 

theories of the structure of nuclei. 

II. Properties of the Superheavy Eleaents 

The general properties of unknovn nuclei, such as their aasses, decay 

•odes, etc., are calculated using the ucroscopic-•icroscopic approach in 

which the potential energy of the nucleus as a function of shape is 

calculated as the sua of a macroscopic tera and a •icroscopic tera. The 

aacroscopic tera which is usually calculated using a refined version of 
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the liquid drop .adel gives the average smooth variation or nuclear. 

properties vi th particle nUIIber and shape. The aicroscopic te111 which 

(for the heaviest elements) is a 0.5% correction to the aacroscopic tera 

accounts for the non-unifora distribution of single particle levels in the 

nucleus. The aicroscopic tera will lover the ground state aass of closed 

shell nuclei due to increased stability of these •aagic• nuclear 

configurations. There are tvo aajor parts of the aicroscopic tera, a 

shell correction part and a pairing correction part. They are both 

determined fro• a set of single particle levels that is used as an input 

to the calculation. The shell correction is calculated using the 

Strutinsky 11ethod (Strutinsky,1967) while the pairing correction is aade 

using the BCS approxiaation (see, for example, Hix,1972). 

The crucial factor in these calculations is the set of assumed single 

particle levels. Some years ago, Chasman used a set of realistic single 

particle levels that had been fit to the known levels of the actinide 

nuclei to calculate the aicroscopic correction tera for the superheavy 

elements (SHE) (Chasaan,1978). Be found special stability associated with 

Z=114 and H=164,178,and 184. But he also found that because of the 
. . 

uncertainties in our knowledge of the single particle. level sche~~es and 

the calt.ulaUonal aethods used in estimating the •.icroscopic tera, the 
' 

spontaneous fission halflives of the SHE were uncertain by a factor of 

lo± 7 -lo±10 , in agreeaent with a previous estiaate by ~is and Nix 

(Beais,l977). Vith this inforaation as a background, it is not surprising 

that as our best theoretical prescriptions for the single particle levels 

have changed, so have our estimates of the character of the superheavy 

island. 

In Figure 3, we show the results of three calculations of the 

... 

l,.r 
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properties of the superheavy nuclei, as perfor.ed in 1972, 1976, and 

1985. Vhile the differences between these predictions are understandable, 

they are aaddening to the experiaentalists vho .ust seek to •hit• a aoving 

target whose characteristics are changing. The early calculations 

e•phasized that the superheavy island vas centered at N=184; with either a 

broad slope to lesser values of N ('72 calculation) or a steep vall 

towards lover N crashing into the sea of instability ('76 calculations) 

with the '72 calculations predicting halflives of the order of the age of 

the universe which the later calculations failed to confira. The 

significance of the '76 calculations vas that they forced experi•entalists 

to attempt to asseable composite nuclei with N-184, a very difficult task, 

in their attempts at a laboratory synthesis of SBB. The aost recent 

calculations point to the most stable nuclei having lesser values of N 

(178-180) with halflives less than a year. Also recent calculations 

confir. the earlier vork about the special stability associated vith 

N-164, (the gap between the j 15/ 2 and d5 / 2 neutron levels) for 

Z=108-111. 

Since aost of the data used to deduce the single particle levels that 

are used in the calculation coae froa.fits to data fro• the rare earth and 

actinide regions, it would be reassuring to find soae experiaental 

evidence that the recent calculations have some aeasure of accuracy in the 

transactinide region. In Figure 4, ve show a portion of such evidence in 

the fora of a coaparison of current theoretical calculations and 

experiaental data for the alpha decay energies for the N=157 isotones. 

The agreement between the calculations and data is generally excellent. 

Once one bas for.ed a superheavy nucleus, one would like to find a 

unique signature for its existence aaongst the aany other products of 
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possible synthesis reactions. The higher Z of the superheavy nuclei 

should lead to increased total kinetic energy of the fission fragments 

during spontaneous fission (-50 MeV higher than for Z=92) (Mosel and 

Schaitt,1972) and a very large nuaber of neutrons e.itted per.fission 

event (v - 10-14 for Z=114 co•pared to 2.4 for 235U). (This latter 

conclusion about v is sensitive to the fragment shapes and could be as 

low as v =5-6.) (Boffaan,1978) To identify the atoaic number of any 

superheavy nucleus, one would try to detect any eaitted alpha particles 

(with 8<0 <10 HeV) especially those in ti•e correlation with particles .. 
eaitted in the decay of known daughter, grand daughter, etc., nuclei or 

use some other signature such as the energy of characteristic X-rays. 

One further consequence of our current thinking about the properties 

of the SHE is that, contrary to the belief of some concerning the initial 

optiaistic picture of the late 60's and early 70's, ve do not nov believe 

that it is fruitful to search for the existence of the sup~rheavy elements 

in nature. Ve think the halflives of these elements are short compared to 

the age of the universe. Also it seeas unlikely that the r-process of 

heavy element nucleosynthesis will lead to the production of superheavy 

nuclei.(Hathews, 1976) 

III. Laboratory Synthesis of SHE 

The laboratory synthesis of the heaviest eleaents is a formidable 

challenge to experiaentalists. The heavy element for~~ation cross sections 

are less than 1o-• of the total reaction cross section, corresponding to 

the production of <1-3 heavy element atoms per day of irradiation. The 

synthesis process can be broken down into two related steps; (a) the 

initial formation of a coaposite nucleus with the appropriate Z and A and 

(b) the deexcitation of that co•posite species by the emission of neutrons 
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(in competition with the .uch aore probable fission process which will 

destroy the nucleus). Understanding how this overall process aight occur 

is difficult because the surviving products froa a reaction frequently 

arise fro• the poorly characterized low excitation energy (B*), low 

angular aoaentua (J) tails of the priaary product distributions. 

The nuclear reactions used for superheavy eleaent synthesis are heavy 

ion reactions (which have been discussed previously in this journal 

(Hodgson, 1982)). A smaller projectile nucleus is aade to collide with a 

larger target nucleus to fora a composite species. Because all successful 

elemental syntheses have involved complete fusion reactions, we shall 

generally restrict our attention to this type of reaction in which the 

projectile nucleus completely amalgamates with the target nucleus foraing .. 

a composite system. The probability of fusion of the projectile and 

target nuclei depends on their specific properties,their interaction 

potential, and any dissipative processes that occur during fusion. For 

low energies where the fusion and reaction cross sections are the same, a 

simple classical aodel for fusion gives for the fusion cross section, 

where B is the center of mass energy of the projectile and the nuclear ca 

radius R
8 

and interaction potential V(a_) are given by 

a_= 1.4(All/l + A21/l) (fa) 

V(R8 ) = Z1 Z2e 21a_ 

Z1 , Z2 are the atoaic nUilbers of the projectile and target nuclei. 

These same equations can be translated into angular aomentua space giving 

crfaa = 

where ~is the reduced wavelength of the projectile and laa&' the 
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highest partial wave to fuse, is the highest partial vave at energy I c• 
that just passes over the reaction barrier, V(~). This siaple 

classical .adel can be aodified to account for barrier penetration and the 

effects of nuclear dissipation during the collision (Birkelund,1979). The 

results of calculations based upon these .adifications give a good general 

description of fusion cross sections for light and interaediate aass 

nuclei. 

For the heavy target nuclei involved in attempts to synthesize SHB, 

additional phenoaena occur that significantly affect the fusionability of 

nuclei. The first of these effects involves the enhancement of the fusion 

probability at low projectile energies~ i.e., sub-barrier fusion. Two 

effects appear to lead to this enhanceaent; (a) the static deformation of 

one (or both) of the reacting nuclei which creates a strongly preferred 

(and highly favorable) orientation of the colliding nuclei 

(Stok.stad,1980), and (b) dynaiaic deformations of the nuclei due to 

coupling of the vibrational aodes of the reacting nuclei which also lead 

to eDhanced fusion cross sections (Reisdorf,1981). In Figure 5, we show a 

case of sub-barrier fusion coapared to •noraal• fusion. The significance 

of sub-barrier fusion for the synthesis of heavy nuclei is that it allows 

experiaenters to coabine two nuclei with reasonable probability at low 

projectile energies, thus leading to coaposite systeas with low excitation 

energies and relatively high survival probabilities. 

Unfortunately, there is a coapeting dynaaical effect in the reaction 

of heavy nuclei that lovers the fusion probability. The Couloab repulsion 

between the reacting heavy nuclei hinders their fusion. If the values of 

the atoaic nuabers of the projectile and target nuclei, ZP and Zt 

respectively, becoae large enough (ZP + Zt > 120), then fusion is 

.. 
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virtually impossible. For lesser values ( 120 ~ (ZP + Zt) ~ 80), 

fusion is significantly hindered. Asymmetric projectile-target 

co•binations do lead to higher fusion probabilities than symmetric 

systems. Sviateck.i has developed a scheaatic IIOdel that has been used 

widely to represent this dynaaical limitation to fusion (Sviateck.i,1982). 

The model is illustrated in Figure 6. Three configurations in the 

dynaaical evolution of a nucleus-nucleus collision are identified. They 

are: (a) the configuration where the colliding nuclei touch,(b) the 

•conditional• saddle configuration where the colliding nuclei have 

interpenetrated somewhat to for11 a mononucleus and are about to lose their 

identity, and (c) the •unconditional• saddle configuration beyond which 

the product mononucleus vill equilibrate and .suffer •aanesia• about the 

collision partners fro• which it vas formed. The energy required to aake 

the nuclei touch is called the interaction barrier, V
8

, while the extra 

radial energy above the barrier required to make the tvo nuclei fuse to 

make a mononucleus is called the •extra push• energy. The extra energy 

above the barrier required to for11 the true compound nucleus is referred 

to as the •extra-extra push• energy. Vithin the framework of the 

schematic model due to Sviatecki, there are relatively simple algebraic 

expressions that allow one to calculate the extra push and the extra-extra 

push energies and the co•plete fusion cross section. The concepts 

.eabodied in this IIOdel appear to describe a large aaount of heavy element 

fusion data. A typical example of an •extra push effect• is shown in 

Figure 5c. In the synthesis of transactinide nuclei, these •extra push• 

effects are predicted to occur for Zproj ~ 18(Ar). 

Because of the intrinsically lov probability of fusion reactions 

leading to nev elements and the complex interplay of sub-barrier 
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enhancement and dynaaical liaitations of fusion probability, it is 

difficult to make theoretical estimates of fusion probability that are 

reliable enough to guide experimental efforts. Vith this in aind, 

Arabruster has developed a seai-eapirical representation of fusion 

probability which uses the Swiatecki model as a basis. This 

.. 

representation takes the fora of the equation ~ 

p(V8 ) = 0.5 exp[-a (x•••• - b)] 

where p(V8 ) is the probability of fusion at the s-wave (1=0) fusion 

barrier V8 (afua(V8 )/~2 ), x •••• is the mean fissility of the 

composite system (Anlbruster,1985) and where the coefficients a and b are 

determined to be 71 and 0.72, respectively fro• fitting experimental 

data. Qualitatively, the •ore fissile the fusing systea is, the harder it 

will be to fora a stable aononucleus. The fissility of a nucleus is 

proportional to Z2 /A (the ratio of the repulsive Coulomb energy to the 

attractive surface energy, see p. 1). The •ean fissility, x is •••• 
taken to be the geometric mean of the fissility of the colliding ions, 

x•ff and the co•posite systea, xca" Poraally 

X • (X X )l/Z 
•••• eff ca 

. 2 2 
zc.·(Zl+Zz) /(Al+Az)(Z /A)crlt 

(Z2 /A)crit=50.883(1-1.7826{(N1 +N2 ~Z1 -Z2 )/(A1 +A2 )} 2 ) 

This representation of the fusion probability which coabines the effect of 

both enhancements and liaitations to afu• is also shown in Figure 7. 

The aaximum fusion probabilities are observed in light projectile-heavy 

target reactions with the decrease in fusion probability with increasing 

projectile and target atoaic numbers becoaing aore severe as Zproj 
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increases. 

Thus our best current estiaates (Figure 7) lead us to believe that 

superheavy co•posi te systeas having appropriate values of Z and A can be 

formed vith adequate probability in nuclear reactions. The next problea 

is to evaluate whether such composite systeas vill survive. As noted 

earlier, the composite systems are excited and the question is whether 

they can get rid of that excitation energy by the relatively benign 

processes of particle evaporation as opposed to the •ore probable and 

destructive fission process. The lover the excitation energy of the 

composite species (i.e., the "cooler" it is), the more likely it vill 

survive. The •iniaua excitation energy of various heavy co11posite systems 

formed in nuclear reactions is shown in Figure 8. One can see that for 

Zt t -82 (Pb), the special stability of the target nuclei leads to a arge 

lov value of Q and g•. This realization , the "cold fusion" mechanis• 

(Oganessian, 1975), has been used in the synthesis of elements 107 and 

108. Also the use of a doubly magic projectile, such as 41 Ca, can lover 

g• significantly. (Figure 8) 

The person attempting to synthesize a nev heavy element or superheavy 

element vill select a product of 11aXim111 stability (Figure 3) ant! then 

juggle the co•peting considerations of •inimua excitation energy (Figure 

8) and reasonable probability of composite nucleus formation (Figure 7) to 

pick the projectile-target co•bination that seems .ost pro•ising. If one 

is thorough in this treatment, he or she vill also assess the probable 

outcome of the co•petition between fission and neutron emission in the 

de-excitation of the composite species. Given the excitation energies, 

neutron binding energies and fission barriers for the nuclei involved, 

detailed procedures that are accurate to an order of magnitude exist for 
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.aking such estiaations (Oganessian, 1985). A very crude approxiaation to 

these calculations for the heaviest nuclei is that for each 8-10 MeV of 

excitation energy (i.e., the average excitation energy removed by an 

evaporated neutron), the survival probability drops by a factor of -100. 

Thus a species excited to 15-20 MeV will have a survival probability of 

10- 4 • This arithmetic reflects the fact that at each stage of the 

deexcitation of an excited nucleus, 100 nuclei "die" due to fission for 

every nucleus that emits a neutron. 

Thus one can see a reason for keeping the excitation energy of the 

composite species as low as possible, i.e.,to reduce the number of times 

this species will undergo the rigors of struggling for survival against 

fission. But there are even more compelling reasons for •inimua 

excitation energy in that as the excitation energy rises, the chances of 

survival at each step in the deexcitation process decrease. This is 

because if the excitation energy is high enough,the nuclear "shell 

effects" that stabilized any potential superheavy nucleus against fission, 

"wash out",i.e., the fission barriers vanish. There is so.e disagree.ent 

as to when this occurs vi th so11e estimates being as low as :g• = 15 MeV 

for spherical superheavy nur.lei (Anabruster,1985) while 110st estiaates of 

this energy·are in the range of 30-50 MeV (Mustafa,1978; Oganessian, 

1985). Nonetheless it is clearly i•portant to achieve the •ini.ua 

excitation energy of the coaposite species. For analogous reasons, it is 

iaportant to •inimize the angular aoaentum of any intermediate nuclei and 

thus, in this article, ve have restricted our attention to the production 

of 1-o product nuclei. 

To see how all the aforementioned factors act in element synthesis, ve 

review the successful efforts to synthesize two elements, element 106 and 
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element 108. Ghiorso, et al. at Berkeley used the nuclear reaction 95 

MeV 110 + 249 Cf -+ 263106 + 4n to synthesize the 0.9 ± 0.2 sec 

261 106 (Ghiorso, 1974). This reaction produced a composite species of 

267 106 at an excitation energy of 40 MeV. For this system, one 

calculates x - 0.605 vith a corresponding 1=0 fusion cross section •••a . 
of -5 x 10- 21 ca2 • The survival probability of the composite species 

should be -1o-• leading to an estiaated production cross section of -5 x 

10- 36 ca2 (the aeasured cross section vas 3 x 10-14 ca2 ). The 0.9 

sec 261 106 vas detected by following its ardecay to the known 251 104 

which in turn decays to the known 255No. Oganessian et al. at Dubna 

used the "cold fusion• approach to synthesize this element with the 

reactions 280 MeV 54Cr + 207 • 201 Pb -+ 106 + xn (Oganessian,1974). The 

composite species 261 • 262 106 were formed "colder" than in the Ghiorso et 

al. work with an excitation energy of -22-23 MeV. The predicted 1=0 

fusion cross section would be -3 x 10-10 cm2 with a survival 

probability of· 10- 4 giving a predicted formation cross section of -3 x 

10-14 cm2 (measured cross section - 10-11 ca2 ). A spontaneous 

fission activity with a halflife of 4-10 asec vas detected and based upon 

nuclear reaction systeaatics, this activity vas assigned to 251 106. Ve 

nov know this assignment vas in error in that the observed activities were 

probably priaarily due to the daughters of element 106, 256 • 255104 and 

not ele11e0t 106 (Dellin, 1984). The isotope 260 106 (which aay have been 

produced also in the Oganessian et al. work) is nov known to have a 

halflife of -4 as with a partial halflife for decay by spontaneous fission 

of -7 as (Milnzenberg, 1985). 

Following the pioneering work of Oganessian that shoved that a ainimua 

excitation energy of the composite species occurs when one of the two 
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reacting nuclei has Z~2 and the successful use of these ideas by the 

DariiStadt and Dubna groups to synthesize element 107 (MO.nzenberg, 1981, 

Oganessian, 1976), MO.nzenberg et al. (MOnzenberg, 1984) synthesized 1.8 

asec 265108 by the reaction 292 MeV 51 Fe + 201 Pb + 265108 + De 

The excitation energy of the 266 108 coaposite vas about 20-23 MeV. One 

estimates that the 1~ fusion cross section vas 5 x 10- 31 ca2 with a 

survival probability of 10-4 giving rise to a predicted production cross 

section of 5 x 10-35 ca2 (aeasured cross section is 2 x 10-35 

ca2 ). Clearly if it were not for the enhanced-survival probability 

associated with the lov excitation energy, this elemental synthesis would 

have been impossible. (The survival probability can be estimated to be 

-104 greater than in the synthesis of element 106 using the actinide 

target.) Typical reactions with actinide targets that could be used to 

synthesize element 108 would have predicted production cross sections that 

are at least one order of magnitude lowere 

One important result fro• this recent heavy element research is the 

finding that contrary to the trends shown in Figure 1, the balflives of 

the known isotopes of elements 107 and 108 are roughly siailar (t._ - 1 

asec) and furthermore, these nuclei have ex-decay halflives that are 

shorter than their spontaneous fission halflives. This result has been 

interpreted as confirming recent theoretical calculations that the fission 

barrier heights of the most stable isotopes of eleaents 106-110 are 

approximately constant (Bf -5-6 MeV). This constancy of the barrier 

height is thought to be due to aicroscopic shell corrections since the 

macroscopic liquid drop fission barriers decrease by a factor of 4 for 

this Z range. 

Since the first predictions of the stability of the SHE, there have 
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been over 25 reported attempts to synthesize SHE in the laboratory. All 

of these at te•pts have ended in failure for a variety of reasons which 

have been discussed previously (Seaborg, 1979; Kratz, 1983). The •ost 

intensively studied synthesis reaction is the 41 Ca + 241 C. reaction. 

(The "landing spot" of this reaction on the superheavy island is shown in 

Figure 3c.) The composite nucleus 296 116 vas expected to have an 

excitation energy of -30 MeV, giving rise to a survival probability of 

10-'. If the 1=0 fusion cross section vas 3 x 10-30 c.2 , then the 

predicted formation cross section should have been -3 x 10-3 ' c.2 • The 

experimental upper limits for superheavy element formation for this 

reaction are 10-35 - 10-34 ca2 , at least an order of magnitude 

higher than the predicted cross section. 

But the situation aay even be worse. In nuclear reactions that 

produce the •shell-stabilized" light actinides like 216Th (where 

stabilization is due to the N=126 shell), the survival probabilities of 

the spherical Th products were smaller by two orders of magnitude than 

predicted while the defor.ed products shoved nearly •normal• survival 

probabilities. This observation, which has been called •a dark. cloud on 

the superheavy element horizon"(Bj+rnhoa, 1982) has been interpreted as 

aeaning either (a) there is some problea in the calculation of survival 

probabilities for spherical nuclei or (b) the nuclear shells that 

stabilize spherical nuclei, like the superheavy nuclei, are ineffective at 

excitation energies greater than 15 MeV (Arabruster, 1985), or (c) there 

is, contrary to the nuaerical estiaates of the Sviateclti •odel, a 

significant •extra extra push• energy needed in these cases to go beyond 

the deformed mononucleus to the spherical co•pound nucleus (Sierlt, 1986). 

This extra-extra push energy has been estiaated to be of such a magnl tude 
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as to cause the compound nucleus excitation energy to be 50 MeV, which 

would cause a negligibly small surVival probability. Thus,vhatever the 

cause, ve suspect one must pay an additional penalty beyond that 

considered in our normal estimates of survival probability when one foras 

a spherical shell-stabilized heavy nucleus. 

Alternative superheavy synthesis reactions, such as 41Ca + 244 Pu 

or 41 Ca + 243 Aa offer soae improveaent in the noainal fusion 

probability over the 41 Ca + 2410. reaction and lead to products of 

similar properties (Fig. 3c) but should suffer fro• the same catastrophies 

during the deexcitation of any composite species formed. The superheavy 

element synthesis reaction, 41 Ca + 254 Bs, which forms a more 

neutron-rich composite species, would have a decreased fusion probability 

relative to the 41 Ca + 241 Cm reaction (-4x), but might afford 

increased product survival due to the lower excitation energy (B• = 25 

HeV). 

Up to nov, ve have restricted our attention to the production of SHE 

in complete fusion reactions. Another nuclear reaction .echanisa has also 

been used, unsuccessfully, in atteapts to synthesize superheavy nuclei. 

This mechanism, deep inelastic transfer, involves an inelastic scattering 

of a large projectile nucleus by a target nucleus where there is a large 

transfer of nucleons fro• the projectile to the target nucleus. Spurred 

on by studies of the 231 U + 231 U reaction in which 2o or aore protons 

appeared to be transferred from the projectile to the target nucleus with 

moderate excitation energies, hopes were raised that from the tails of the 

g• and J distributions ·of the heavy nuclei produced in these reactions, 

a sufficient number of surviving SHE could be made (Riedel, 1979; Schadel, 

1982). To date, the upper limits for superheavy element formation in the 
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231 U + 231 U and the more favorable 231 U + 241 C. reactions are 

10-35 - 10- 34 ca2 (Giggeler,1980; Kratz, 1986). Further attempts at 

superheavy element synthesis using this approach appear unlikely to be 

successful due to the relatively high excitation energies and deforaed 

character of the interaediate species. 

IV. Vhat's Next? 

By nov, the reader should have a feeling for why those who would 

synthesize SHE are discouraged. Our best efforts to synthesize these 

elements appear to have fallen short by one or more orders of magnitude. 

Ve believe that the superheavy elements exist, but the way to make thea in 

sufficient quantities to be observed has eluded us. There are several 

natural roadblocks in our journey to the superheavy island; we seem to 

have exhausted the obvious or easy routes. If we are to continue using 

complete fusion reactions to synthesize superheavy nuclei, our element 

production rates (i.e., beam ~urrents, target properties) must improve by 

. one or more orders of magnitude. 

Paced with this situation, most workers in this field have shifted 

their sights to the .are modest (yet still difficult) goal of synthesizing 

element 110. These efforts have focussed on the production of Z=110, 

N-162-164, a species calculated to have special stability due to nuclear 

shell effects(Pigure 3c). The overall halflife of this species is 

calculated to be approximately 40 asec (Holler, 1986), a lifetime which is 

very compatible with existing equipment for studying and identifying 

short-lived nuclei. Furthermore, this species is calculated to be 

deformed in its ground state, thus possibly avoiding soae of the 

difficulties encountered in forming spherical superheavy nuclei in the 

41 Ca + 241 0. reaction. Armbruster has suggested the best cold fusion 

' 
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reaction to synthesize this element is 64Ni + 201 Pb ~ 271 110 + 

n.(Armbruster, 1985) If the projectile energy is chosen to be near the 

interaction barrier, the excitation energy of the 272 110 composite is 

10-15 MeV, allowing the 1n reaction. But the dynamical hindrance to 

fusion is large and the overall formation cross section is predicted to be 

about 10- 36 ca2• (Figure 9). Another cold fusion reaction, 59 Co + 

209Bi ~ 266 110 + 2n (suggested by Ghiorso) has a slightly higher 

fusion probability but produces a more excited product with lover survival 

probability and, because of the lover value of N, a product with a 

considerably shorter t~ (Fig. 3c). 

It is also possible to use a reaction with an actinide target and a 

lighter projectile to synthesize elemerit 110. For example, the reactions 

23Na + 254Es ~ 273110 + 4n 

26Hg + 2•'cf ~ 211 110 + 4n 

should not suffer any significant dynamical hindrance to fusion. The 

survival probabilities of the intermediate species are lov (10- 1
) and 

the overall foraation cross sections are of the order of 10-36 ca2• 

Another set of possible reactions employing heavier projectiles and 

lighter actinide targets, such as 

•oAr + 23su ~ 211 110 + 4n 

offer an alternate path to element 110. These reactions have the 

advantage of e.ploying readily available projectile and target nuclei and 

have the same o~ somewhat iaproved survival probabilities as the 

previously discussed reactions. 

· One interesting question that has been discussed recently is whether 

ve have already discovered SBB. Certainly nuclear shell effects are 

already playing a crucial and important role in the stability of elements 

• 
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102-108 (viz, the observation of the constancy of Bf - 5-6 MeV for these 

nuclei while the macroscopic liquid drop model fission barrier heights 

decrease by a factor of 5 for this range of Z). If •superheavy ele.ent• 

is synonymous with •element whose stability is deter.ined primarily by a 

nuclear shell effect•, then the answer is •tes--we have 'discovered' SHE• 

However we believe that the term •superheavy .ele.ent• connotes an 

element whose lifetime is strikingly longer than its neighbors in the 

Chart of the Nuclides (an island of stability in a sea of instability) and 

whose stability is determined primarily by a spherical nuclear shell 

effect.(Hyers, 1966; Strutinsky, 1967) Thus we conclude that SHE have not 

been discovered. If the measured halflife of element 110 is as long as 

predicted, the first criterion would be satisfied and we might be 

justified in referring to this as part of an •islet of the superheavy 

island.• 

In summary, it appears that the superheavy island has so far resisted. 

all attempts to land. Because the superheavy elements are such a unique 

and important test of our knowledge of nuclear structure and the dynamics 

of the reactions used to synthesize them, we do not want to give up. The 

proble• of synthesizing them is more difficult than we iaagined in the 

1960's when this research began. But it bas been possible to overcome 

extraordinary difficulties in the synthesis and study of elements 107 and 

108. Ve understand many of the reasons for our past failures. If 

improvements of orders of magnitude in the production and detection of 

superheavy reaction products are achieved, our current theoretical 

understanding of the superheavy elements and their properties provides a 

realistic basis for optimism. Ve therefore think it will be possible 

eventually to synthesize and identify the superbeavy elements. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. The halflife of the longest-lived isotope of a given element 
vs. atomic number, as known in 1970. 

Figure 2. An allegorical representation of the stability of nuclei, 
shoving a peninsula of known nuclei and an island of superheavy nuclei 
(predicted to be relatively stable) in a sea of instability. 

Figure 3. Contour plots of predicted spontaneous fission halflives for 
SHE as calculated (a) in 1972 (Fiset) (b) in 1976 (Randrup) (c) in 1986 
(Holler). In making the plot shown in (c) the shell corrections of 
Holler, et al. were transformed into spontaneous fission halflives using a 
semiempirical relationship while the alpha decay halflives are those of 
Holler et al.. The triangle designates the composite species in the· 
41 Ca + 241C. reaction. 

Figure 4. Comparison between experimental (Arllbruster, 1985) and 
calculated (Holler,1986) values of Q , the alpha decay energy, for N=l57 • isotones. The experimental 0 values are lover limits for aost of the 
nuclides because the transitions are believed to populate excited states 
of the daughter nuclei rather than the ground state. The length of the 
arrows shows the expected uncertainty in the Q values. · 

. . . 
Figure 5. Three examples of excitation functions for complete fusion 
reactions. In each case, the dashed line represents the behavior for 
"normal•, i.e., unhindered or not enhanced fusion. (a) sub-barrier 
enhancement of fusion probability (b) •normal• fusion (c) dynaaic 
limitation ·of fusion due to •extra push" effects. From Armbruster (1985). 

Figure 6. A schematic view of the stages of a heavy ion reaction in the 
Sviatecki model. The nuclear shapes at various stages of the reaction are 
shown along with the projectile energies needed to get to the various 
stages and the reactions mechanisms associated with each stage •. 

Figure 7. Plot of the contours of -log10 at (1=0, B=V8 ) in ca2 

for various values of Z and Zt t acco~~ing to the semiempirical 
formula of Armbruster (i§AS). The·~~tual fusion cross sections : 
(neglecting survival probabilities)may include other partial waves besides 
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1=0. Por a given maximua 1 value contributing to fusion, 1 ••' these 
1=0 cross section values should be multiplied by (1••• + 1)1 • 

Figure 8. Plot of the •inimua excitation energy B* (MeV) of the 
composite species formed from a given target-projectile combination. 
"Extra push" effects are not considered in the computation of E* 
although contours of E (extra push energy) > 0 and Baa (extra extra 
push energy) > 0 are s~ovn. The nuclear .asses used are those of Holler 
and Nix (1981) and Holler et al. (1986) with droplet masses where not 
otherwise available taken fro• Hyers (1966). The reactions were assumed 
to .occur at a projectile energy (em systea) of 0.96 V8 (Swiatecki, 
1982). 

Figure 9. Variation of element formation cross sections for reactions 
involving the emission of one neutron as a function of the parameter, 
x•••a Pro• Arabruster (1985). 
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